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CHEF DAWN HUNT COOKS LIVE WITH WZID’s HEATHER BISHOP
(Bedford, NH) – Dawn Hunt & WZID radio
personality Heather Bishop will be hosting a
cooking show at the Muirs Showroom, 63 S River
rd
Rd, Bedford, NH, on Saturday April 23 from
10am-12:00pm. The show is open to the public
and free samples of the dishes will be provided
after the show along with a raffles and tour of the
showroom.
Dawn Hunt, best known as the Cucina Aurora
“Kitchen Witch” a charismatic finalist on "Master
Chef", brings her cooking show “Making Mealtime
rd
Magic” to Southern NH on April 23 when she demos
a variety of seasonal dishes at Muirs Showroom in
Bedford, NH. Joining her is celebrity guest, Heather
Bishop, from WZID’s morning radio show. Hunt will showcase the preparation of local produce - in a variety of different
ways - and explain the health benefits behind specific ingredients that we all use every day.
rd

Visitors to the Muirs Showroom on April 23 will have the opportunity to participate in the live studio audience and sample
Dawn’s delicious dishes, all containing Cucina Aurora’s gourmet food products that can be used as a stand-alone dish or
added to your favorite meal to give it that magically delicious zing! And the best part is, all of her products are gluten free
so everyone can enjoy them!
Tours of the Muir showroom will be provided following the show from12:00 PM – 1:00 PM. These beautiful exhibits
showcase kitchen and bath displays that show you first-hand how quality products could look in your home.
Vouchers for 10% off Cucina Aurora products (olive oil, risotto, and cookie mixes) will be provided to anyone present and
they can enter a raffle for a Cucina Aurora gift basket filled with Cucina Aurora products and gift cards to some of your
favorite local food stores! Door prizes will be given randomly throughout the day!
Dawn and Cucina Aurora have been recognized by many media outlets including FOX Network’s MasterChef, The
Morning Show with Mike and Tracy on WZID, WMUR’s Cooks Corner and most recently WMUR News 9’s NH Chronicle.
For more information, visit www.cucinaaurora.com.
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